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HMP Wymott is a Category C Prison for men, 
with a capacity of over 1,100. Its reading groups 
have been transformed since librarian Ruth 
Packwood attended the 2014 Reading in Prison 
Day, organised by the Prison Reading Groups 
network.

In the final session that day a volunteer from 
HMP Wandsworth ran a workshop to encour-
age others to have a go with poetry in their 
groups..“I was inspired,” remembers Ruth. “As 
well as trying out some poetry in the reading 
groups, I started ‘Poetry Corner’ in the library. 
I type up a poem each week, print it onto 
coloured paper and a background, laminate it 
and stick it on an up-stand on one of the library 
counters.”

Although this “ticked along quite nicely for 
about 8 months,” it was in the latter half of 
2015 that Poetry Corner really took off. “Two 
men who are very keen on their poetry started 
to give me their poems, and I typed these up 
and displayed them. Now it seems to have 
snowballed and more and more men are hand-
ing in their poems.”

Ruth finds the most heartening thing about 
the success of Poetry Corner to be the engage-
ment of men studying English at Entry level, 
with new writers submitting poems for display 
by dictating them to her for typing up. In ad-
dition, one of the keener members of the group 
has been compiling an anthology of inspira-
tional and positive poetry to be kept at recep-
tion for new arrivals.

Poetry Corner has become so popular at 
Wymott that instead of displaying a poem by 
a published poet, Ruth reports that she now 
usually has one of the men’s poems on display 
instead. “Men take a real pride in seeing their 
poems on the Library counter.” The poems 
printed here were displayed recently.

Linguistically Disconsolate
By Nigel

People think big words make them look smart?
Keep things simple, don’t be a linguistic tart.
Long words are murky and full of mist,
It’s not like we’re all a sesquipedalianist.

Instead of dictionary why not use lexicon?
Three fewer letters, easy in the spellathon.
Life is not easy, in fact it’s really hectic,
Not everyone you meet is etymologic.

A verb, or a noun is all we truly need,
Words that are big make my nose bleed.
Who cares about saying ‘the homophones game’?
All we need is two words that sound the same.

Transmogrifying words is very ostentatious.
Let’s keep it real and not get pretentious.
Use of small words puts many in linguistic exile.
That’s OK though, not everyone is a lexophile.

The Library
By Peter 

With books by our side and a gleam in our eyes
Off through the concourse we thundered.
We have no time to lose and novels to choose
In a library ripe to be plundered.

So we daren’t dilly dally and we shan’t shillyshally
We’ve got a mere twenty minutes at max
It’s the Joy of Six, it’s pick and mix
As we rifle the library stacks.

The Wymott groups are part of the Prison 
Reading Groups (PRG) network, sponsored by 
the University of Roehampton and generously 
supported by charities including Give a Book 
www.giveabook.org.uk
If your prison doesn’t have a reading group, 
encourage your librarian to have a look at the 
PRG website www.prison-reading-groups.org.uk
PRG also worked with National Prison Radio to 
set up their book club. If you have access to NPR, 
listen out for details and ways to take part

Promoting reading and reading 
groups in prisons

Reading Group 
Round-up 

I would guess that everyone 
who works in the Westminster 
area harbours a secret dream 
of one day bumping into the 
Queen. Alan Bennett develops 
this fantasy into an amusing 
short story in which Her 
Majesty is led by her corgis to 
a mobile library van which is 
visiting at the back of the 
Palace. “Now that one is here, 
I suppose one ought to borrow 
a book” muses the Queen. 

And so begins an adventure 
in reading which broadens her 
outlook and changes her life. 
Instead of faithfully playing 
the expected role of a passive 
figurehead (“it was in the na-
ture of her job not to have 
hobbies”), Her Maj finds her-
self developing interests, pref-
erences, opinions and pas-
sions of her own … in short, 
she finds her true identity. 

To the dismay of her advisers, 
the Queen’s heart is no longer 
in the endless round of boring 
public duties, and she radical-
ly breaks with protocol by 
asking guests what they are 
reading rather than how far 
they have had to travel! She 
also learns how to wave from 
her carriage whilst at the 
same time reading a book 
carefully hidden from sight. 

Even the beloved corgis come 
to resent the attention lav-
ished on books which they 
feel should be lavished on 
them, and gain revenge by 

chewing their way through 
the library’s collection. The 
servants’ and officials’ verdict 
is that “Her Majesty is getting 
to be what is known as a 
handful” which leads to var-
ious attempts to thwart her 
newfound hobby, ranging 
from tactful persuasion and 
hiding her books, through to 
political machinations worthy 
of an episode of ‘Yes Minister’.

This is a witty and enjoyable 
little read, which almost im-
perceptibly sneaks in a few 
profound considerations, 
such as:

• Can we really travel the 
world through reading, with-
out leaving our chair?

• How can we break away 
from the attitudes and habits 
of our past?

• Are we willing to be chal-
lenged by the new experiences 
we encounter through books?

• Can reading really change 
our lives?

• Do we conform to what is 
expected of us by our friends 
or to the identity society im-
poses on us? 

• What would happen if we 
changed?

This book reminded me of the 
key difference between read-
ing and watching TV. TV 

Book Review 

The Uncommon Reader
by Alan Bennett 

Review by: Vera Woodhall (Former prisoner)

exempts us from having to 
form our own opinions - we 
are simply entertained by 
watching others’ responses. 
It is rarely necessary to en-
gage with the subject matter, 
and in some cases it is little 
more than brainwashing. 

Books, on the other hand, 
draw us in to form our own 
response. We see only glimps-
es of the characters’ thoughts 
and feelings, so we are led to 
work out the rest for our-
selves. Although this may 
leave us with more questions 
than answers, the process it-
self will enrich us greatly. As 
any teacher will tell you, chil-
dren learn best by discovering 
answers for themselves, rath-
er than being presented with 
answers they have never 
‘owned’. In this sense books 
are more demanding than TV, 
b u t  i n f i n i t e l y  m o r e 
rewarding. 

So why not follow the example 
of Bennett’s fictional queen 
and spend some of that boring 
bang-up time with a good 
book? It could just stimulate 
some positive changes in your 
life. And if a book challenges 
you, you can review it here for 
Inside Time and so challenge 
the rest of us too! 

The Uncommon Reader 
by Alan Bennett 
£5.99 (Amazon)
ISBN: 978-1-84668-133-2

HMP Stafford has a proven record 
of support to prisoners who want to 
learn to read or improve their 
reading. Indeed, it was a pilot site 
for the new Shannon Trust ‘Turning 
Pages’ programme, building on the 
success of ‘Toe by Toe’.

For some time we have been 

thinking about how to support 
readers once they have completed 
the new Turning Pages Reading 
Programme.

One of the great strengths of the 
programme is the close supportive 
relationship built up between 
mentors and their learners. Once the 
programme stops, the new readers 
are highly motivated to continue 
their reading journey - opening the 

door into a world of Fact, Fiction, 
Imagination and Delight.

It has become clear however, that for 
many the loss of individual support 
makes their journey more challeng-
ing and difficult. Yes, they have 
gained the gift of reading, but may 
still need encouragement and further 
support in order to continue 
enjoying reading.

It was this challenge that led us to 
start an ‘After 5 Book Club’, the title 
coming from the Five Shannon Trust 
reading manuals and their associated 
readers that are the building blocks 
of the programme. The club runs like 
any other book club; a book is 
chosen, we have a month to read it 
and we then meet to discuss it.

A huge plus for us here is the close 
working partnership between The 
Shannon Trust and the Prison library 
run by Staffordshire County Council. 
Indeed the book club meets in the 
library. It meets monthly with 5 
readers and their erstwhile mentors. 
It is led by a reader who has come 
through the programme. The 
organisation and support comes 
from the prisons ‘Library Supervisor’, 
a champion of reading in the prison.

We have started with the SPCK 
Diffusion reading series, with 
authors familiar with the reading 
needs and interest of prisoners. This 
has given us a triple advantage:
• Interesting subject matter;
• An easy-read style;
• Questions at the end of each 

chapter to prompt discussion.
All in all, a great place to start.

At the moment we are on our 
second book and the group is well 
motivated after a lively and thought 
provoking discussion arising from 
the first book. The new readers feel 
encouraged and supported by the 
‘After Five Club’, and best of all it is 
enjoyable and fun.

After all the discussion about the 
story, the plot and the characters, 
perhaps the most telling comment 
was ‘It has given me a great buzz to 
read a whole book, I never thought I 
would be able to do that’.

Out of such reading acorns, mighty 
oaks can grow.

After 5 
Book Club

Brian O’Leary - HMP Stafford
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